Where Do We Go From Here?
The Impact of Non-Latin Script Collections
What We Do
Promoting Non-Latin Script Collections

- Tibetan and Sanskrit Rare Material and Manuscript Cataloging Project; Hebrew Rare and Non-Rare Material Cataloging Contract
- Re-established ALA-LC Romanization Table Review Procedures
- Completed Thai and Armenian scripts input test in MARC/Voyager
- Initiated BIBFRAME MARVA (editor) Non-Latin Script Focus Group
- Developed LCAP Unicode Functional Requirements Document
- Expanded digital content collecting
Deepening the Technical Advancement to Bring Greater Access and Discoverability to End Users

- Furthering Unicode Application
- Original Script, and Less Romanization
- BIBFRAME (Linked Data)
- Automating Transliteration
- Digital Content Transition
Our Shared Future: A Frontier of Limitless Possibilities